Clamshell Quilt Guild
Color Wheel Combinations
2019 Challenge Guidelines
The 2019 Color Wheel Combinations challenge will allow participants to learn about using the
color wheel to select colors for their quilts. Each participant will select three of the standard
twelve colors from the color wheel and create a unique design for their challenge quilt.
Color Selection
Step 1: Roll the special twelve sided die to select one of the twelve standard colors from the
color wheel. Each of the standard colors has been assigned a number from 1 to 12.
Step 2: Roll a Left-Right-Center die to select either a split complementary or analogous color
combination for the quilt.
 Analogous – Two colors on either side of the color selected in Step 1.
 Split Complementary – Two colors on either side of the color across the color
wheel from the color selected in Step 1.
The combination is determined based on the Left-Right-Center die roll as follows:
 "L" or "R" – Quilter must use an analogous color combination
 "C" – Quilter must use a split complementary color combination
 Dot () – Quilter chooses either analogous or split complementary combination
Step 3: Record color selections and give participant popsicle sticks with the selected colors.
Entry Requirements
 Any shade, tint or tone of the selected colors can be used in the quilt.
 The selected colors must cover 75% of the quilt's top.
 The entry may also include either a solid white or black fabric but this is not required.
 The quilt must consist of a top, batting and backing. Any quilting technique is allowed.
 Any construction method can be used for the quilt top.
 Embellishments are allowed as long as they comply with the color requirements.
 The perimeter of the finished quilt must not exceed 80" but any shape is permitted.
 Finished entries must be brought to the January 2019 guild meeting.
 Please bring the popsicle sticks with your selected colors to the January 2019 guild meeting
to help the members with their voting.
 Each guild member will vote for their favorite submission.
 Prizes will be awarded to the three entries receiving the highest votes.
Here is a link to a printable color wheel if you do not have one:
https://www.bigbeadlittlebead.com/guides_and_information/BBLB_Using_Colour_Wheel.pdf

Looking forward to seeing all your wonderful quilts!

